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Abstract 
Present study reports the theoretical aspects of big data stream processing architecture and it’s 
performance metric identification, performance optimization and related experiments. The proposed 
architecture is considered as a complex directed graph model with various real time computational 
elements as nodes and big data tuples as edges, forming a real time topology. The notions of hard time 
deadline bound computation on streaming big data tuple along with minimum performance guarantee of 
processing every tuple have been introduced in the present research. Time bound computation issues in 
the real time stream computing architecture have been improved by optimizing time deadline 
management through task forking models. An algorithm for optimization of throughput has been 
reported and the performance metrics of the proposed system has also been identified for proper analysis 
on the basis of queuing theories by expressing it through appropriate Kendalls notation. Experimental 
results, at the end, report considerable improvement of performance of the architecture by applying 
optimization algorithms on a standard dataset.  

Keywords: Stream Processing, Real Time Processing, Task Forking Model, Queuing Theory, Kendalls 
Notation. 

1. Introduction

In recent years, a new type of data-centric applications has emerged into the market where the data is best 
considered not to be as persistent objects rather, they are modeled as transient streams. Moreover, these data 
streams are generated at great speed and decision are to be taken in real time based on the changing state of the 
data streams [1]. Hence these new generations of data-centric applications demand real time analytics over 
spurious streams of data having enormous generation speed.  

 Current state of the art data processing infrastructures like Apache Storm and Apache Flink, offer 
excellent low latency results on processing high velocity streams of messages, but the elements of real time 
computations and queuing theory or sophisticated resource allocations are hard to be traced in their solution 
architecture, as the primary focus of the current streaming data processing technologies is the low latency with 
binary output (either the entire stream will be processed or will be rejected), not the real time performance 
guarantee or the optimization of query processing results.  

As mentioned in [1], the streaming data computation is not possible in traditional database management 
systems (DBMS) due to the fact that neither DBMS are designed for rapid and continuous storing of discrete 
data elements, nor they have supported the continuous queries required for processing data streams. While the 
virtue of approximation [2] and adaptability [3] share crucial impact in executing queries over rapid data 
streams, traditional DBMS are still supported by stable query plans, in contrast, for computing precise answers.  

Hence there exists a fair scope of further analysis of the generic real time stream computation architecture 
for gaining more insights and utilizing the knowledge derived to optimize the data processing metrics. With this 
motivation, current study reports a theoretical foundation of stream processing in real time along with its 
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optimization and performance evaluations. The proposed architecture is expected to reveal various insights of 
streaming data processing that might augment the current advancement of real time data processing as a whole  

On this background, current paper has been organized as follows:  
Section 2 discusses the related research works in the domain of real time streaming data processing and 

section 3 introduces a generic architecture of a real time data stream processor. It elaborates the generic design 
requirements and proposes the basic communication model among different computational units. Section 4 next, 
discusses the theories of task forking model and impact of different forking strategies over the real time stream 
processing architecture and it’s possible optimizations. While section 5 investigates the response delay with the 
different queuing models to introduce new performance metrics, Section 6 reports the experimental facts and 
figures about the proposed stream processing architecture along with optimization algorithms mentioned. 
Current paper ends with formal conclusion and bibliography 

2. Related Works 

Real time systems have been studied in great details by the researchers since last two to three decades [2–9]. 
These studies have mostly reviewed real time scheduling which form the basis of real time computing in 
distributed mode. Further, various issues in real time data computation in distributed mode has been analyzed in 
[10–12].   

Optimizations of scheduling algorithm of Real Time Systems from various targeted perspectives have 
emerged as thrust areas of recent research on real tie systems. [31] has dealt this issue for energy efficient 
systems, whereas [32] has reported novel schedulabiity of probabilistic mixed criticality systems. Optimal 
scheduling of parallel real time tasks on Directed Acyclic Graph based topologies have been detailed in [33].  

More targeted studies towards data stream processing have been carried out in [13–17]. Various 
mathematical models for data stream computations have been thoroughly discussed in [18, 19]  

Apache Storm has a message passing guarantee ensuring the fact that the message has been processed fully. 
Storm achieves this guarantee based on a higher level abstraction technology called “Trident”, which, basically, 
is a micro batching environment. Storm message might either be failed to be processed or be processed fully. 
There is no partial processing, which scopes out the probabilistic performance guarantee model of classical real 
time systems. Moreover, to inspect the states of message processing, Apache Storm employs small storage 
either in memory, or in Memcached, or in Cassandra, or in some other store, making the system to work under a 
global timeout (30 seconds by default) , not offering any scope of processor level time out.  This absence of 
granular time deadline management has a huge impact in the form of absence of probabilistic performance 
guarantee. The Storm like at-least once processing guarantee might go well with non-crucial information 
processing, but real time hardware based controls those are directly related with crucial impacts like flight 
monitoring, space vehicle monitoring or forest fire disaster management, would certainly require more granular 
reliability over the processing elements. Hence even if Apache Storm or it’s updated counterpart Twitter’s 
Heron [37] exists in the market, a generic real time stream processing architecture is required for more generic 
version of “realtimeness” in the stream processing architecture 

Recent industrial advancements in real time architecture have been manifested through Apache 
StormTM[20]. Research works carried out in [21–24] focus in enhancing and optimizing Storm architecture for 
better performance. More generic theoretical studies on real time big data processing have been reported in [25–
29]. Though standard of Apache HadoopTM has evolved as a batch processing environment, still researchers 
have reported their studies in enabling Hadoop framework to process big data in real time [30, 34]  

All the research studies reported in the preceding discussions and a concise survey [35], provide a strong 
base to look at the problem of processing big data in real time in the form of stream processing framework. A 
rudimentary study was carried out in our own work [36] to present a very basic and conceptual idea of real time 
stream processing architecture.  

3. Real Time Stream Processing Architecture 

Present section describes a basic real time stream processing architecture (parts of which has been described as 
RStreaming in [36]) which has its fundamental data structure as Digraph distributed over a cluster of nodes. 
Following subsections illustrate different aspects of this architecture and it is noteworthy to consider that task 
forking, and queuing models would be applied on this digraph architecture for further optimization of query 
processing qualities. Discussion presented in subsection 3.1 and 3.2 recapitulates and more closely discusses 
some ideas which had been introduced in [36]  

3.1 Logical Data Model 

Real time stream processing architecture concept is logically based on a directed graph known as RTopology. It 
has got two types of nodes as seen from the higher abstraction level, one for feeding the normalized external 
messages into the system (RSpout) and the other for computation on those data (RBolt). RBolt can exist in two 
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forms, namely DeadLineBolt and PerformanceBolt. Stream of messages flows through different RBolts within 
the RTopology. 

RSpout: RSpout fetches data from the data source. It has a configurable TimeDeadLine (with a default 
value in milliseconds), which could be distributed throughout all the RBolts in line. To honor this 
TimeDeadLine, RSpout maintains a GlobalClock for each incoming message of the stream conventionally 
known as Tuple.  

RBolt: RBolts can process each Tuple as per application requirement. In general, business logic of the 
application dictates the nature of the computation or the processing of the tuple. Additionally, RBolt does some 
additional time management and performance measure jobs to maintain the flavors of real time computing. 

DeadLineBolt: It is a dedicated computational element within RTopology which manages the time 
deadline related issues. There exists a single DeadLineBolt per RTopology. The DeadLineBolt is always globally 
connected with all the RBolts and RSpout for passing a special TimeMessages to and fro. 
  PerformanceBolt: Issues with performance guarantee are managed with this type of RBolts. As each 
and every computation is bound to be carried over within a time deadline, performance measures will always 
fluctuate and hence it is important to be gauged in every RBolt. As a result, each RBolt pairs up with a 
PerformanceBolt to form a RBoltPair. While the TimeMessages are passed between DeadLineBolt and 
RBoltPairs, internally a Performance- Bolt communicates with a RBolt to ensure whether the minimum 
performance guarantee level has been met or not. 

Logical Data Model of the real time stream processing architecture is composed of the different nodes 
of the RTopology as discussed above.  
 

 

Fig. 1 Schematic Diagram of Logical Data Mode along with Different Messages being passed 

 
As Fig.1. represents a schematic diagram of the logical model, it is evident that the success of the logical model 
is completely dependent on successful passing of different specially synthesize messages other than the original 
stream tuples. The figure denotes 
 
 Primary computing elements like RSpout and RBolts with circle 
 Auxiliary and assistive computing elements like PerformanceBolt and DeadLineBolt with rounded 

rectangle 
 Pair of computing elements as RBoltPair with rectangle  

 
Execution principles of the data model described above is integrated by the proper message passing among the 
different computational elements of the RTopology. There exist three types of specially designed and 
synthesized messages / tuples those pass through the RTopology. As illustrated in the Fig.1 above, they are 
namely (a) ExtendedTuple, (b) TTuple or TimingTuple and (c) PTuple or PerformanceTuple. The success of the 
real time streaming architecture critically trusts on the simple definition and communication strategy of these 
three types of Tuples. In this context, following subsection describes the different types of Tuples and their 
communication strategies. Fig. 1 Schematic Diagram of Logical Data Mode along with Different Messages 
being passed  
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3.2 Message Passing 

Current subsection introduces different kinds of artificially synthesized messages (not the part of the original 
streaming messages) of the architecture. These messages carry critical information for performance guarantee 
and time deadline management.  
 Extended Tuple: Extended Tuple is passed between the RSpout and RBoltPairs. It consists of original 
streaming tuple followed by a PTuple which carries the preset level of performance that needs to be realized 
over the entire message.  
 TTuple: A TTuple or a Timing Tuple is the message containing the target time deadline, preset either 
by RSpout or RBolt for DeadLineBolt. A different version of it, ReverseTTuple carries the timing information 
as well, but in this case, it flows from a DeadLineBolt to a RBolt.  
 PTuple: A PTuple or PerformanceTuple carries the minimum preset performance level that needs to be 
achieved over the entire message when it flows from a RSpout to a RBoltPair. InnerPTuple, which is a bit 
different than PTuple, moves from the RBolt to a PerformanceBolt to carry the level of performance which has 
been achieved in actual by the corresponding RBolt. Moreover, there exist some more auxiliary messages as 
described below  
 TTupleRequest: TTupleRequest originates at RBolt for DeadLineBolt. In response, DeadLineBolt 
computes the time deadline for the corresponding RBolt and sends it back as a ReverseTTuple. The time 
deadline generation for a RBolt follows a specific algorithm or protocol, where the TTuple generated by RSpout 
for DeadLineBolt acts as an input. 
 The basic architecture primarily holds a pretty straightforward and static rule as shown under  
 
Time Deadline for a RBolt= Target time deadline for the entire message / Number of RBolts downstream.  
 

More sophisticated and dynamic rule or algorithm would further be investigated in subsequent sections 
of the current paper  
 SuccessConfirm: A PerformanceBolt has a reference performance level to be achieved as PTuple 
component within ExtendedTuple. However, it also receives the level of performance that has actually been 
achieved by the RBolt as InnerPTuple. PerformanceBolt ensures that the target performance level is actually 
met by generating SuccessConfirm message. 
 Various types of messages as described, flow within a RTopology to aid the computation process at 
RBolts to be completed within a fixed time deadline and to confirm minimum performance guarantee level. Fig. 
2. below, reproduced from [4] for completeness of the current paper, represents an adhoc RToplogy with one 
RSpout and a couple of RBoltPairs illustrating the temporal analysis of message passing sequence.  
 

 
Fig. 2 Sequence of Message Passing through Rtopology 

 
A message marked with sequence number n gets generated at a node x only after a previous message n −1 
reaches xth node. Further, any multiple messages marked with same sequence number n but with different sub 
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sequence order, denoted by alphabets (like 5A and 5B), are generated parallelly out of a node. The first set of 
messages (1A and 1B) originates out of the RSpout and ultimately the result is obtained through message no 11.  
 
 

 
Fig. 3 A Sample Implementation of Physical Data Model Corresponding to Logical Data Model shown in Figure 2  

 

3.3 Physical Data Model 

Real time stream computation architecture is based on a distributed cluster computing approach which is 
inspired by the classical Apache Storm architecture. The cluster is controlled by a Master Node known as 
Nimbus and multiple worker node. A Zookeeper layer in between Nimbus and supervisors of worker nodes is 
there to provide synchronization functionalities.  

A notable property of the physical data model of the real time stream processing architecture is the 
deliberate placement of the specialized computing element, DeadLineBolt as a computation hungry task into a 
specific worker process. As the DeadLineBolt is global to the RTopology, a deliberate solo placement perfectly 
maps the idea as presented in Algorithm 1.  

Fig. 3 schematically represents a sample case of mapping of the logical data model of real time stream 
computation architecture concept to the distributed computing architecture. The Nimbus acts as the master node 
and controls the entire distributed computation environment. There are only two worker nodes for illustration 
purpose. Each of them has a supervisor daemon process which maintains the state of the workers with Nimbus 
through a synchronization layer of Zookeeper. The first worker node has two worker processes whereas the 
second worker node has only one worker process.  

Worker processes present in the first worker node has one Executor in them whereas the worker 
process of the second worker node has two Executors. Logical computational elements like RBolts, RSpout, 
DeadLineBolt and PerformanceBolts (designated as PBolts in the diagram) are mapped to the tasks those 
compose an Executor. It is noteworthy that DeadLineBolt has been placed as a single task into the Executor as 
discussed earlier 

3.4 Time Deadline Management 

Time deadline management is the responsibility of DeadLineBolt. In a RTopology, a RSpout has 
configurable TimeDeadLine and PerformanceGuarantee (with specific default values). Whenever a RSpout 
fetches tuples from the Streaming Data Source, it forms a TTuple as <TimeDeadLine> & an ExtendedTuple as 
<tuple, PTuple> (where a PTuple is designated as <PerformanceGuarantee>) and sends them to DeadLineBolt 
and next RBoltPair respectively.  

The DeadLineBolt is synchronized with a Global Clock (with respect to the RTopology) and it records 
the TimeDeadLine along with the MessageID of the ExtendedTuple. As soon as the RBoltPair receives the 
ExtendedTuple, it sends a TTupleRequest message (containing the MessageID of the incoming ExtendedTuple 
to the DeadLineBolt.  

Next, DeadLineBolt, matches the MessageID of the TTupleRequest, compares it with the stored 
MessageIDs and as per the algorithm (currently set as static as mentioned earlier), generates the time deadline 
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for the individual RBolt (say tRBolt) from the TimeDeadLine and internally computes ReverseTTuple as < 
tRBolt > to send it back to RBolt.  

Upon receiving ReverseTTuple, the RBolt sets the Local Timer (with respect to the RBoltPair) as per 
<tRBolt> and starts computing the data present in the ExtendedTuple. Once the computation is done, the Local 
Timer is reset for the next computation.  

Thus, the real time stream computation architecture concept maintains a novel and robust, yet simple 
implementation of time deadline management, which could officially be described through an algorithm as 
below  
Algorithm 1 Time DeadLine Management  

Require: t > 0 is the default TimeDeadLine value as preset by RSpout  
Require: p > 0 & p < 100 is the default PerformanceGuarantee value as preset by RSpout  
Ensure: Message Id of ith message is mi  
Ensure: Message Id from jth RBoltPair for ith message is mj = mi  
Ensure: Number of RBoltPair is n  
Ensure: Dead line time for jth RBoltPair is DeadLinej  
Ensure: Local timer of jth RBoltPair is lClockj  
 

 TTuple ← t  
 ExtendedTuple ←<Tuple, p > //Tuple is the part of the original message stream   
 RBoltPair ← ExtendedTuple  
 for each ith message do  
      for each jth RBoltPair of ith message do  

                          DeadLineBolt ←< TTuple, mi>  
                          TTupleRequest ← mj  
                          RBoltPair  sends TTupleRequest to    
                          DeadLineBolt  
                          if mi = mj then  
                               DeadLinej = t/n  
                               ReverseTTuple← DeadLinej  
                               ReverseTTuple is sent back to RBoltPair  
                               lClockj ← ReverseTTuple  
                          end if 
                      end for  
                      lClockj ← 0  

  end for 
 
Above algorithm clearly runs in O(m ∗ n) time for a time slice where m number of messages are being processed 
with n number of RBoltPairs. 

3.5 Performance Guarantee Management  

As described in the previous subsection, RBoltPair receives an ExtendedTuple which carries 
Performance Guarantee (in percentage) value in the form of PTuple. PerformanceBolt present within the 
RBoltPair parses the ExtendedTuple and stores the Performance Guarantee value. However, once RBolt 
receives the ReverseTTuple from the DeadLineBolt (As mentioned in the previous subsection), starts its Local 
Timer and starts processing the data. Within the time limit as set by the Local Timer, it keeps on processing the 
data and at the end of the time limit, RBolt computes the level of performance achieved (say pBolt) and forms 
an InnerPTuple message as to be sent to corresponding PerformanceBolt. PerformanceBolt receives the 
InnerPTuple from the attached RBolt and as it already has the Performance Guarantee value with PTuple, it 
compares if the <pBolt> is greater or equal to Performance Guarantee. If so, it sends a SuccessConfirm message 
back to the attached RBolt so that the RBolt can start forming the next ExtendedTuple with the data generated 
through its own processing and a new PTuple value.  

In case, the <pBolt> is lesser than the set Performance Guarantee value, then PerformanceBolt would 
sent a reject notification to the supervisor daemon. It is noteworthy to mention the fact that the result of the last 
RBolt, as per the RTopology plan, must be stored within a Shadow Result Store temporarily.  

It is interesting to discuss, how does a RBolt update PTuple for its next RBoltPair after releasing a 
SuccessConfirm message for PerformanceBolt associated with it. If pi−1 is the performance guarantee value (in 
percentage) coming through PTuple i−1 towards ith RBoltPair and if pai is the performance level achieved (in 
percentage), then with a constraint pai > pi−1, the performance guarantee value pi embedded in PTuplei for (i + 
1)th  RBoltPair could be evaluated as  

pi = (pθ / pai) ∗ 100                                                           (1) 

where pθ is the Performance Guarantee value generated by RSpout for first RBolt. 
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It is evident from the above discussion that the cumulative performance level over the entire message 
pmsg would be identified by the Percentage Level achieved at the last RBoltPair as the InnerTuple which flows 
from RBolt to PerformanceBolt.  

As the supervisor process maintains the state of each worker process and as each worker process maps 
to a single RTopology, the supervisor process reports pmsg to the synchronization level in parallel. The 
Zookeeper level collects all the pmsg values corresponding to each RTopology and computes the cumulative 
performance. If it is acceptable in the background of set Performance Guarantee value, the Shadow Result Store 
is flushed to the designated data accumulator. All the current discussions can be formalized with a formal 
algorithm as presented in Algorithm 2 below 

 
Algorithm 2: Performance Guarantee Management  
 
Require: pθ > 0 & pθ < 100 is the default PerformanceGuarantee value as preset by RSpout  
Ensure: Number of RBoltPair is n and RBoltPairs are identified as RBoltPair0 to RBoltPairn−1  
Ensure: RBoltPairi = < RBolti , PerformanceBolti>  
Ensure: RBoltPairi receives ExtendedTuplei−1 from RBoltPairi−1  
Ensure: ExtendedTuplei = <Tuplei, pi> //Tuple is the part of the original message stream  
Ensure: ExtendedTuple0 = < Tuple0, pθ>  
Ensure: pi is the target Percentage Guarantee which is to be achieved by RBolti  
Ensure: Performance Level achieved by ith RBolt i,e pai = InnerTuplei flowing from RBolti to PerformanceBolti  
Ensure: RBoltPairi has a local clock lClocki  

  
TTuple ← t  
ExtendedTuple ←< Tuple, p > // Tuple is the part of the original message stream  
 RBoltPair ← ExtendedTuple  
 for each ith RBoltPair do  

pai = Performance Level achieved at  
RBolti while lClocki resets to 0  
if  pai ≥ pi−1 then  

SuccessConfirm message is sent from PerformanceBolti to RBolti  
pi = pθ pai ∗ 100  

else pai < pi−1  
RejectNotification is sent from PerformanceBolti to corresponding supervisor daemon process  

end if  
end for  
pmsg ← pan−1 

 
Algorithm 2 ensures that a stream message having n RBoltPairs downstream, runs in O(n) time to 

compute the cumulative performance level which is guaranteed to be greater or equal to the preset value of 
Minimum Performance Guarantee level, thereby confirming the real time aspect of the stream processing 
architecture.  

In the current section, different fundamental aspects of basic real time stream processing architecture 
have been discussed. Though this basic architecture is capable of processing streaming messages in real time, 
there exists enough scope of improvements and optimization for time deadline management. This motivates to 
extend the current investigations towards forking and queuing theories in subsequent sections anticipating 
significant improvement in query processing aspects of the real time stream processing architecture. 

4. Task Forking Model 

In general, the term optimization, as per Oxford Dictionary, refers to “the action of making the best or 
most effective use of a situation or resource”. Mathematically it relates to maximizing or minimizing some 
objective function under some constraints, relative to some set, which represents different available choices 
determining which might be “best” as per the current situation.    

In a distributed stream computing environment, optimization can be seen under two paradigms, 
structural and query processing. Though, structural optimization can be viewed on the background of generic 
mathematical definition, query optimization often relates to performance gain in terms of lower latency and high 
throughput.  

In the current section, with the term “optimization” discussions have been presented to address how 
latency time of the proposed system could be reduced maintaining the level of processing throughput intact. 

Real time stream computation architecture has to be registered with a Workflow W for any specific 
business logic. Registration of W essentially means the disintegration of the entire Job of W designated as JW , 
into a set of n number of tasks (T0 … Tn−1) and to decide how a task Ti would give rise or fork another task Tj 
where j > i. The registration process gets completed when all the tasks T0 to Tn−1 have been mapped with 
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corresponding RBolts through API calls. Subsequent subsections discuss about different task forking strategies 
those could be considered for the real time stream processing architecture and their effect on the real time query 
processing 
 

4.1 Different Task Forking Strategies  

Current subsection describes four task forking strategies namely  
 Serial Forking - type f1  
 Concurrent Forking - type f2  
 Conditional Forking - type f3; and  
 Probabilistic Forking - type f4  

 
In serial forking, a task T is decomposed in n smaller tasks t0, t1 ꞏ ꞏ ꞏ tn−1 in such way that the ti finishes first 

and with the output of ti , ti+1 starts working on and ultimately finishes its job. Hence job of T is considered to be 
done when all t0 to tn−1 have finished their job serially, which essentially means that T = t0 + t1 ꞏ ꞏ ꞏ + tn−1  
If δi is the service time of ith sub task, and if a task T has been decomposed into n subtasks t0 to tn−1, expression 
of delay for the serial task T is considered to be  
 

∆T
f1 = δ0 + δ1 + ꞏ ꞏ ꞏ + δn−1 =                                (2) 

 
In concurrent parallel forking, a task T is decomposed in n smaller tasks t0, t1 ꞏ ꞏ ꞏ tn−1 parallel such that 

job of T is considered to be finished if and only if all the n sub task have finished their job. Hence, if δi is the 
service time of ith parallel concurrent sub task, and if a task T has been decomposed into n sub tasks t0 to tn−1, 
expression of delay for the concurrent parallel task T is considered to be  
 

∆T
f2 = max (δ0, δ1,…, δn−1)                                                (3) 

 
As all δi in Eq. (3) are independent and identical random variables, the Independent and identical 

distribution of such delays will yield probability of ∆T
f2 being under a certain value δ is governed by the 

equation  
 

P(∆T
f2 < δ) = Πn−1

i=0P(δi < δ)                                           (4) 
 
In conditional parallel forking, a task T is decomposed in n smaller tasks t0, t1 … tn−1 parallel such that 

job of T is considered to be finished if any of the n sub task has finished its job. Hence, if δi is the service time 
of ith parallel conditional sub task, and if a task T  has been decomposed into n sub tasks t0 to tn−1, expression of 
delay for the concurrent parallel task T is considered to be  
 

∆T
f3 = min (δ0, δ1,…, δn−1)                                                 (5) 

 
Similar to the Eq. (4), the probability of ∆T

f3 being under a certain value δ is expressed as  
 

P(∆T
f2 < δ) = Πn−1

i=0P(δi < δ)                                           (6) 
 

In probabilistic forking a task T is forked to only one sub task Tα with a probabilistic value of α where 
0 ≥ α ≤ 1. But in the background of real time stream processing architecture, where minimum performance 
guarantee has to be met, probabilistic forking does not find its standpoint, and hence any discussion on this is 
considered out of scope and hence omitted. 

4.2 Optimization of Time Deadline Management with Task Forking Models 

Task Forking Models find their application in predicting a preset time deadline which moves through TTuple 
from RSpout to DeadLineBolt and computing ReverseTTuple which flows from DeadLineBolt to RBolts. The 
basic real time stream processing architecture, as described in Section 2, only mentions that the time deadline 
value would be preset by the RSpout as a default value. Though, as a primary design criterion, this consideration 
is not wrong, but this time deadline value has a profound impact on the entire processing throughout RTopology. 
While over estimation of this time deadline value would increase the latency and real-timeness, at the same time 
it might increase the false positiveness in meeting performance guarantee value. Similarly, at the micro level, if 
RBolts receive a constant and static time deadline value to meet, execution flexibility of the entire architecture 
would degrade. In this context, subsequent paragraphs discuss how the time deadline management of the 
architecture could be optimized. Proper estimation of time deadline for the RTopology at micro level, denoted as 
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Td
M and the time deadline for RBolti at micro level, denoted as Td

RBolti, both demand a proper registration of the 
workflow. This essentially trusts the proper designing of tasks, forking strategies of the tasks and mapping the 
task functionalities to RBolts. 
 

Computation of the delay for any sub graph of RTopology can be done recursively by employing Eq. 
(2), Eq. (3) or Eq. (5) as and when required. A bottom-up design would ultimately compute the delay (time 
deadline) of the RTopology at macro level and at the micro level for RBolts stage wise. Algorithm 3 below 
formally reports the procedures for computing time deadlines 
 

Algorithm 3: Time Dead Line Estimation  
 
Require: A[n][n] - Adjacency Matrix for a Workflow represented by a topology having n nodes from v0 to vn−1  
 
Ensure: Each vi has an execution length li and a delay δi  
Ensure: (i) A[i][j] - 0 denotes no connection between vi                
              and vj    
              (ii) A[i][j] - 1 denotes serial forking from vi and vj    
              (iii) A[i][j] - 2 denotes concurrent parallel forking   
              from vi  to vj  
              (iv)A[i][j] - 3 denotes conditional parallel forking  
              from vi to vj  
 
              select final node vf such that all A[f][i] = 0 where 0 ≤ i ≤  
              n − 1  
              δf ← lf  
             select start node vs such that all A[i][s] = 0 where 0 ≤ i ≤   
             n − 1  
             set Time DeadLine T ← δvs  
             select current node vc ← vf  
             build set S and append vf to S  
             for each Si ∈ S do  
                 while vc ≠ vs do  
                     append Si to S where each Si is a parent of vc  
                     for each vi ∈ S do  
                        if A[i][c] == 1 then  
                            δi = li + δvc  
                            else δ′i = li + max_vc  
                       end if  
                     end for  
                  end while  
              end for  

δs = ∑i=0 to m δi such that vS is the parent of each vSi 
 

Working of the Algorithm 3 can be illustrated with a sample workflow as represented with Fig. 4 
below. The diagram shows a sample workflow having thirteen vertices v1 ꞏ ꞏ ꞏ v13 where each vertex vi represents 
a RBolt and the streaming message tuples are fed at v13 and the processing of tuples end at v1. For simplicity, 
only the RBolts have been shown in the diagram, leaving other computing elements like PerformanceBolt and 
DeadLineBolt as they do not directly contribute to estimation or prediction of deadlines in any of the macro or 
micro levels. 

In the context of Fig. 4 shown below, where the workflow represents a task T, any vertex vi is 
considered to have a computing subtask ti, having its execution length li and delay δi. Bottom-up approach starts 
with the final vertex v1 in this case and assigns l1 as δ1. Parent vertices of v1 are identified as v2, v3 & v4 and as 
they are all different, three serial forking instances are noted as v2 − > v1, v3− > v1 and v4− > v1. Hence delay at v2 
that is δ2 = l2 + l1, similarly δ3 = l3 + l1 and δ4 = l4 + l1 

Next, parent of v2 is computed to be v5 and v6 generating a serial forking and hence l5 and l6 would be 
set as δ5 = l5 +δ2 = l5 + l2 + l1 and δ6 = l6 +δ2 = l6 + l2 + l1. 

Values of δ7, δ8 and δ9 are computed in a same way to be δ7 = l7 + δ3 = l7 + l3 + l1, δ8 = l8 + δ4 = l8 + l4 + 
l1 and δ9 = l9 + δ4 = l9 + l4 + l1 

 Now let us suppose that v10 forks to v5 and v6 concurrently, hence δ10 = l10 = max (δ5, δ6). On the other 
hand, if we consider that v11 forks to v8 and v9 conditionally, then δ11 = l11 = min (δ8, δ9). 
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Fig. 4 A Sample Workflow mapped within RBolts 

In the diagram we let us further assume that v12 forks to v7, v10 and v11 concurrently and the source 
node v13 forks to v12 serially. The corresponding delays can be computed as δ12 = max (δ7, δ10, δ11) and δ13 = l13 
+ δ12. Substituting the execution length we get 
δ13 = l13 + δ12  
δ13 = l13 + max (δ7, δ10, δ11)  
δ13 = l13 + max (δ7, (max (δ5, δ6)), min (δ8, δ9))  
δ13 = l13 + max ((l7 + l3 + l1), (max ((l5 + l2 + l1), (l6 + l2 + l1))), min ((l8 + l4 + l1), (l9 + l4 + l1))) 

 
The optimized delays, thus calculated for the real time stream processing architecture guide the fixation 

of time deadline management as TTupe and ReverseTTuple. It is to be noted that the optimization is dependent 
on the Execution Length of the computing elements or RBolts. Hence estimation of the Execution Length has a 
major impact on proper time deadline management. Different procedures of Execution Length as reported in [5] 
can be employed in this regard. While theoretical processes of Code Analysis, Analytical Benchmarking and 
Code Profiling estimate a hard bound, practical approach of Past Observation estimates a probabilistic 
Execution Length. As these discussions are out of context to the present study, in rest of the paper, Execution 
Length is computed in accordance with measuring the worst-case time complexity against the input size of the 
computing task presented to RBolt. Input size of the task is given by size of the processed data from the previous 
RBolt in ExtendedTuple as mentioned in the following equation 
 

ExecutionLength = ExtendedTuple / PTuple                  (7) 
 
In this context, following section studies the proposed architecture in the light of Queuing Model to 

gain better insights with respect to Transient Solution and Stationary Solution of the system. On the background 
of real time stream processing architecture discussed so far, while Transient Solution refers to the probability of 
identifying current RBoltPair at specific time synced with the global clock, Stationary Solution describes 
different performance measures of the system like RSpout Stability, Average In-System Concurrent Stream, 
RTopology Engagement Factor etc. 

5.  Performance Analysis with Queuing Models 

As per Kendalls notation, proposed real time stream processing architecture can be described as M/M/1 system, 
where the distribution of Arrival Time of the stream (RSpout’s output) to the DeadLineBolt or first RBoltPair 
has a Homogenous Poisson distribution and Service Time or the Delay of the topology, at least theoretically, has 
an Exponential distribution due to estimated Execution Length having O(2n) run time. The number of 
RTopology through which the stream would flow through has been considered by default as 1. 

The generic Transient Solution analysis of the M/M/1 queuing system has a Probability Mass Function 
pk(t) which could be expressed in the light of proposed architecture as 
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pk(t) = e−(λ+µ)t [ρ(k−i)/2 . Ik−i (α.t) + ρ(k−i−1)/2 .  Ik+i+1(α.t) + (1−ρ). ρk  Ij(α.t)]      (8) 

 
where  
 pk(t) is the probability of identifying current RBoltPair at specific time t synced with the global clock, 

Streams arrive at rate λ and 1/µ is mean delay of the RTopology,  
 i is the initial number of streams at t = 0,  
 ρ = λ/µ,  
 α = 2√ λ.µ; and  
 Ik is the modified Bessel Function 
 

The probability that the k number streams are being processed through RBoltPairs is πk = (1 − ρ).ρk ; hence 

Average In-System Concurrent Stream of the system could be designated by   

Now as per M/M/1, RTopology Engagement Factor is the time taken by the stream while it is being place 
till it was served finally, could be computed as 
 

f(t) = e-( λ+ µ)t . I1(2t√ λ.µ)                                           (9) 

 
where I1 is a modified Bessel function.  
 

Lastly, the response time for streams, as considered as the average time, within which a stream is 

bound to be served is   

Modelling the proposed real time stream processing architecture with Kendalls M/M/1 system offers 
more realistic and measurable performance metrics as discussed above. The following section would elaborate 
the experimental procedures to measure the performance and optimization of a sample RTopology that solves a 
sample use case. 

6. Experimental Results 

Present section describes the experimental set up and results that further investigates the proposed framework 
for real time stream computation and it’s performance optimization. These experiments generate some valuable 
insights regarding the theories that have been developed earlier in this paper. 

6.1 Experiment Use Case 

To experiment with the proposed framework along with its optimization, a specific use case of mobile phone 
activity in a city has been considered. It analyzes the huge stream containing the Hourly phone calls, SMS and 
Internet communication of an entire city and decides which is the major activity per day. The result of this 
analysis when stored in a database, could give an insight of the usage pattern for a mobile activity in a city over 
a period so that netter business decision could be taken. For this use case, a standard data set [38] has been used 
from the Kaggle repository.  

The experiment is aimed to identify first n busiest cellIds in individual field of Calling (considering 
both call in and call out), SMS (considering both SMS in and SMS out) and Internet Usage. For the sake of 
simplicity, the experiments omit geographical factors as stored in mi*.csv files and considers only s*.csv files. 
The experimental data volume is 0.66233 GB spread across 7 files. 

6.2 Experimental Set Up  

To analyze the huge stream containing the different mobile phone activities of a city, a cluster of 15 nodes had 
been set up with one nimbus and zookeeper elements. The physical cluster abstracts the RTopology having one 
RSpout, one DeadLineBolt and three RBoltPairs containing three RBolts and three PerformanceBolts or PBolts.  
All the nodes of the cluster have 10th generation Intel Core I7 CPU @ 2.6GHz processor running operating 
system Window 10 on 8GB RAM. The application program has been developed using Java in Eclipse 2019-03 
IDE. Distributed coordination has been achieved by Apache Zookeeper 3.4.13 installed in one of the designated 
nodes. 

6.3 Objective of the Experiments 

The objective of the experiment is not to develop an application with a great business value, rather the objective 
has been identified as to develop and analyze a sample application with real time data to study  
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 Whether the proposed architecture offers correct trend of results in real time with minimum performance 
guarantee (validation)  

 Whether the proposed optimization algorithms offer better results  
 Whether we receive any insights of the proposed architecture or any clue for further studies  

Clearly, the goal of the experimental process is to establish the proposed real time stream processing 
architecture as a sound framework to analyze any distributed real time streaming data. 

6.4 Experiment Methodologies 

The experiment uses a Java application to employ and realize a RTopology which had been designed to 
incorporate the use case as described in subsection 5.1. The design of RTopology is composed of the following 
element as shown in Table 1.  

As mentioned in the Table 1, There is one RSpout, four RBolts. each of the RBolts coupled with 
PerformanceBolt forms four RBoltPairs. There is a single instance of DeadLineBolt which provides the global 
synchronization and time deadline management. In the experimentation process with rudimentary form of the 
proposed architecture (without any optimization), the hard time deadline for SplitterBolt and other RBolts have 
been fixed to be 12 microsecond and 10 microseconds respectively. These deadline values have been averaged 
out of 1,00,000 executions of the sample computations in non-distributed mode. And the performance level has 
been set for 95% overall. As the experimental use case has five RBolts, individually the target performance level 
for the RBolts of the proposed framework have all been set greater than 95% as 97%.  

To emulate the streaming computation paradigm, the experimental framework follows the topology 
diagram as shown in Fig. 5 
 

 

Fig. 5 Topology Under Experiment 

6.5 Experiment Results 

The first experiment is carried out to identify the benchmark of performance by reading the entire data set and 
computing 100 busiest CellIds for individual domain type, Phone Call, SMS & Internet Usage and five more 
queries ( designated as q0 to q5 through a Non Distributed Java program running with the same hardware 
configuration as that of a node as mentioned in Subsection 6.2. The program takes 36.6361481 seconds on an 
average (out of 300 instances) to compute the result with 100% accuracy. Fig. 6 below shows the distribution of 
run time in nano seconds over 300 instances of execution of the said program to respond to all the six queries 
from q1 to q6. 
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Fig. 6 Temporal Performance of Traditional Program to compute the result of all the queries with 100% accuracy 

Fig 7. next shows the radar graph of the query response time for each of q1 to q6 for all 300 instances 
of execution of the experiment. This diagram conveys the message that the non-distributed and traditional non 
streaming approach takes time (as all the data points are on periphery of the radar graph) for data preparation 
and starts responding to the queries late 
 

 

Fig. 7 Query Response Time of the Traditional Program  

Second experiment has been executed to judge the merit of the proposed framework without any 
optimization scheme employed. Performance of each computing elements have been computed by PBolts as per 
Algorithm 2 with static time deadlines of RSpout and RBolts as 12 and 10 microseconds respectively 

On this background, Fig. 8 describes how six queries from q1 to q6 have been responded over time. 
The proposed streaming processing framework has ensured that the queries start receiving responses much 
earlier and this experiment has taken 23.0509990 seconds on an average to respond to all the six queries, hence 
on an average 37.08% gain has been achieved by incorporating distributed and stream computation paradigm. 
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Fig. 8 Performance of proposed framework to respond to each of the six queries 

 
Experiment with non-optimized version of the proposed distributed stream computation ensures 

minimum performance guarantee to be 95% within a fixed time deadline. Hence, there must be failed cases of 
data processing in this connection, Fig. 9 shows the average response failure behavior for all the six queries. 
 

 

Fig. 9 Failure percentage during data processing 

Fig. 10 shows the distribution of response time of the queries in both non-optimized (lighter color) and 
optimized (dark color) scenario. The temporal gain over different queries have been identified starting from 5 to 
15 percent. 
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Fig. 10 Query Response Time Distribution under Non-Optimized Vs Optimized Scenario   

The temporal gain distribution (As a result of the optimization) for all the six queries has been shown 
in Fig. 11 below 

 

Fig. 11 Temporal Gain Distribution   

Similarly, by employing Forking Model based Optimization, some reduction in failure percentage has 
been observed during query processing. The distribution is shown in Fig. 12 below. 

 

Fig. 12 Reduction of failure percentage during data processing due to forking model-based optimization 
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As per the discussions in Section 4, the evident performance metrics of the proposed architecture are (i) 
Average In-System Concurrent Stream and (ii) RTopology Engagement Factor.  

The growth of these parameters over the entire data processing window indicates better stream 
processing in real time. To compute these two parameters over time, value of the following has been computed 
 Message Arrival Rate λ - Based on the fact that the average processing time of PeerSpout has been 

identified as 12 microseconds, λ = 0.000012 
 Mean Delay 1/μ  calculated dynamically by applying µSinkBolt = ExecutionLengthSinkBolt and tracing back 

further up to PeelSpout. Eq. (7) is employed to compute ExecutionLength at every RBolt  
 Modified Bessel function I1 value is 1.590637 for Ordinal Number 1 and Argument 2 

The values as mentioned above are utilized to compute three important parameters as described in Section 4. In 
the next experiment, growth of these two parameters have been studied both for non-optimized and optimized 
platform architecture. Fig. 13 (a) and (b) show the average distribution of RTopology Engagement Factor and (i) 
In-System Concurrent Stream respectively for 300 experiment instances over first 800 streams. The results show 
more stable and steady growth of the parameters in optimized conditions 

All the experiment data cited above clearly indicates that the proposed stream processing framework has a 
potential to process data in distributed real time manner and it’s optimization could result in considerable 
performance upliftment. At the same time, the experiment results also indicate that the nature of query to be 
processed through the proposed architecture has a critical role in performance evaluation. Moreover, the 
experiments provide a clear direction on how to measure the performance of proposed real time stream 
processing platform. 

 

Fig. 13 Growth of Average Engagement an In System Concurrent Stream 

7. Conclusion  

Current paper systematically studies and reports theoretical aspects of real time stream processing architecture 
capable of processing voluminous data. Logical and Physical data Model of the architecture have been presented 
in depth. Two polynomial time algorithms have been presented for performance guarantee and time deadline 
management. Moreover, task Forking based optimization algorithm has been proposed and performance 
evaluation metrics have been identified through exploring queuing model. A detailed experimental discussion 
has been presented with visually appealing diagrams. The present study leaves a scope of further research in 
analyzing the scope and effect of optimizing the computation elements governing the timing tasks and 
performance management task. 
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